Decreased neprilysin immunoreactivity in Alzheimer disease, but not in pathological aging.
Although evidence suggests that extensive cortical beta-amyloid (Abeta) deposition is essential in Alzheimer disease (AD), it is also detected in nondemented elderly individuals with pathologic aging (PA). Given evidence that neutral endopeptidase (NEP) or neprilysin, a key enzyme for clearance of Abeta, is decreased in AD, the goal of the present study was to determine if NEP was also decreased in PA. We measured NEP immunoreactivity in frontal cortex of 12 AD and six PA cases and compared this with 10 normal (N) elderly individuals. None had any significant other pathology, and they were similar with respect to age, sex, and postmortem delay. In addition, Abeta1-40 and Abeta1-42 were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), whereas tau, synaptophysin, and alpha-synuclein were measured on Western blots. The AD cases had more neuritic plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, higher Braak stage, and more tau immunoreactivity in frontal cortex than both PA and N. In contrast, both PA and AD had more senile plaques and Abeta1-42 than N. NEP immunoreactivity was decreased in AD but not in PA. The decrease was unlikely the result of neuronal or synaptic loss because NEP immunoreactivity in frontotemporal degeneration with comparable degrees of synaptic loss as the AD cases was not different from control subjects. Although NEP enzyme activity was decreased in approximately half the AD cases, on average, it was not decreased compared with N or PA. The results add further evidence that PA is distinct from AD and indicate that decreased Abeta degradation by NEP is unlikely to contribute significantly to amyloid deposition in PA or, in many cases, of AD.